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Today, Buddhism has spread in almost every part of the world. Currently its followers are 350
million in numbers and the same is still increasing at a very rapid rate. Buddhism primarily originated
in India and Nepal but gained rapid as well immense popularity in other parts of the world within a
short time frame. The largest population of this religion today resides in China, Thailand, Myanmar
and Cambodia. It is also gaining popularity in countries like USA, UK and Australia. As such, the
number of tourists for Buddhist pilgrimages is continuously increasing and the India Buddhist tour
has been expertly optimized by Buddhist tour packages.

Lord Buddha was born in southern Nepal while Buddha himself preached his preachings in different
parts of India. This has scattered pilgrimages and monasteries associating Buddhism across
different regions of India and Nepal. The tourists visiting these countries for these reasons is
increasing at a very rate every year. Seeing this trend of tourists towards Buddhist pilgrimages and
monasteries have led to rise of Buddhist tour packages that provides optimized India Buddhist tour
packages that help visitors experience these places in the most memorable manner.

The tour packages offered are primarily categorized under three different packages. These
packages cover different packages that help followers and visitors visit these places in a very
desirable manner. The first package offers tours of Buddhist pilgrimages and monasteries in
Vaishali, Nalanda, Rajgir, Varanasi, Agra and Delhi. These are offered under packages hosting
Barabar and Duggasiri Hills. The Second package offers tours of Buddhist pilgrimages and
monasteries that are concentrated around Jaipur, BodhGaya, Lucknow and Kapilvastu. The third of
these packages concentrates its focus upon the rest of Buddhist pilgrimages and monasteries along
with the tours of Ajanta Ellora caves. Besides, there are several special packages for tourists who
wish making their tours in a special effective manner.

The bookings of India Nepal Buddhist tour packages has been also simplified by the tour operators.
Bookings for these can be made online while providing minimum initial information regarding tours
and travel. There are also special arrangements for countries where the number of followers of
Buddhism is large. These countries primarily include China, Myanmar, Japan, Korea and Thailand.
Also, the costs of these tour packages have been kept at quite an affordable that suits easily suits
every budget and pocket.

So, if interested in touring Buddhist pilgrimages then do consider planning your tours with Buddhist
tour packages. The India Buddhist tours packages provided under this tour provider helps visitors
experience Buddhism in a special as well as memorable manner.
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Alecia Williams - About Author:
Buddhist tour packages online is a reputed organization of tour and travel in India, Nepal and
Thailand etc. We provide tour packages like a India Buddhist Tour and a India Nepal Buddhist Tour
for you and your family.
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